The urban transit routing problem (UTRP) involves the construction of route sets on existing road networks to cater for the transit demand efficiently. This is an NP-hard problem, where the generation of candidate route sets can lead to a number of potential routes being discarded on the grounds of infeasibility. This paper presents a new repair mechanism to complement the existing terminal repair and the makesmall-change operators in dealing with the infeasibility of the candidate route set. When solving the UTRP, the general aim is to determine a set of transit route networks that achieves a minimum total cost for both the passenger and the operator. With this in mind, we propose a differential evolution (DE) algorithm for solving the UTRP with a specific objective of minimizing the average travel time of all served passengers. Computational experiments are performed on the basis of benchmark Mandl's Swiss network. Computational results from the proposed repair mechanism are comparable with the existing repair mechanisms. Furthermore, the combined repair mechanisms of all three operators produced very promising results. In addition, the proposed DE algorithm outperformed most of the published results in the literature.
Introduction
In recent years, the rapid growth of population and urbanization of large cities with its attendant consequences such as increase in travel demand, traffic congestion, energy consumption, noise level, and air pollution have been a major source of concern to the urban transportation planners and practitioners, particularly in developing and emerging countries. A reliable option to handle some of these problems is to make use of the public transit systems in the urban areas. The public transit systems which include buses, trams, trains and underground or metro services aim to satisfy the travel demand of urban commuters safely, affordably, and efficiently. Although achieving a highly attractive public transit usage is a very complex issue, however, designing an operationally and economically efficient public transit network can be a significant attribute. Furthermore, the urban area's social, economic, and physical structure can be enhanced through the construction of efficient public transit networks.
In a general sense, designing bus network is commonly characterized by mutually conflicting factors across different planning horizons. For instance, higher level of service in terms of shorter waiting time, faster travel time, and minimum number of transfers is provided to the transit users in the presence of more routes and buses needed. In other words, the network topology has a direct impact on the costs of the users, benefits of the transit operators, and the relevant social costs. In bus transit system, the literature identifies five stages for designing a public transportation system [1] : route network design, frequency setting, timetable design, fleet assignment and crew assignment. Most previous approaches have attempted to handle these stages sequentially in the real systems, because each stage is NP-hard in its own and this creates several sources of complexity. At the same time, these decisions are made for different planning horizons, whether the context of the planning is strategic, tactical or operational.
The urban transit routing problem (UTRP) which corresponds to the first stage of the bus planning process involves the construction of transit routes on an existing road network based on the travel demand and corresponding link travel times subject to given constraints and requirements such that the routes optimize the desired objective(s) defined by the stakeholders (including users, operators, and society). It represents the single very strategic planning step in the urban bus planning process that seeks to balance the competing objectives of minimizing both passenger and operator costs ( [1] [2]).
The contributions of this study are in two folds. First, a new repair mechanism called sub-route reversal repair mechanism is designed to complement the existing terminal repair [3] and the make-small-change operator [4] in dealing with the infeasibility of the route sets. The proposed repair mechanism managed to repair some of the candidate route sets which are deemed as infeasible by both repair mechanisms. In the second contribution, a new algorithm based on differential evolution (DE) has been developed to solve the UTRP. To the best of our knowledge, there is no study of DE on UTRP. The decision to develop the DE is due to its flexibility, simplicity, robustness and its wide applications to many other constrained optimization problems with promising results ( [5] [6] ). For a fair comparison with other approaches in the litarature, the same performance evaluation parameters adopted in the literature with known benchmark problems are used.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a brief literature review of the solution approaches for UTRP. The mathematical formulation of UTRP is given in Section 3. The details of the proposed repair mechanism and the DE algorithm are described in Section 4 and 5 respectively. Computational results and discussions are presented in Section 6. Finally, conclusions and the directions for future research are provided in Section 7.
Literature Review
A search in the literature provides various heuristic and metaheuristic algorithms for the optimization of UTRP. A heuristic algorithm to find the optimal route sets is first proposed by [7] . The methodology consists of two major stages including the generation of feasible candidate route sets, and the selection of the optimal route set. The Swiss network used in [7] has since become the only publicly available benchmark dataset for UTRP.
Reference [1] introduced a model for tackling the routing and scheduling together.
The methodology consists of two-level routines for constructing the initial candidate route set and testing the candidate route set. The user's viewpoint is considered at the first level, while both users and operators point of view is considered at the second level. A hybrid solution approach for the network design problem by incorporating the knowledge of experts and optimization techniques is presented in [8] . The AI-based approach is composed of three main components including route generation algorithm, analysis procedure, and route improvement algorithm. Experiments were conducted to evaluate the performance of the route generation algorithm.
Over the past decade, genetic algorithm (GA) has gain significant success in determining near optimal solutions for the UTRP ( [2] [9]- [12] ). A GA is proposed by [2] in designing efficient and optimal sets of routes from initial candidate route sets based on a given road network and data on travel demand. A GA to tackle the UTRP giving priority to the passenger cost is presented in [9] . The computational results on the benchmark Mandl's Swiss network outperforms most approaches in the literature.
Reference [10] developed two models of GA to address the problem. The aim is to optimize the size of passengers satisfied, the overall travel time of served passengers, and the total number of transfers. The GA with elitism produced some competitive results, while the GA with increasing population outperforms all previous results in the literature. However, their results cannot be used as a direct comparison with others as the constraints on the maximum number of nodes (i.e. 8 nodes) in a route is relaxed as compared to other approaches in the literature.
A hill climbing heuristic and simulated annealing (SA) is developed in [4] for solving the UTRP. Three issues including representation, initialization procedures, and neighborhood moves that need to be considered to ensure the success of metaheuristics are highlighted. A bee colony optimization (BCO) algorithm for solving the UTRP is proposed in [13] . Their approach consist of generating initial candidate solutions using a greedy heuristic, then an improvement version of the BCO is introduced to construct optimal route sets. Experiments are conducted on benchmark Mandl's Swiss network confirming that the BCO approach can produced high quality solutions. The particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm developed in [14] and [15] for solving the problem gives proper emphasis on both candidate solution representations and evaluation approach. The aim is optimize the coverage index subject to operator cost at the upper level. The methodology consists of two main elements: a candidate route construction module, and a discrete PSO algorithm to determine the optimal route set.
A number of studies employed multiobjective models to solve the UTRP and the corresponding vehicle frequencies setting simultaneously ( [16] - [23] ). Reference [16] proposed a GA for solving the problem through fixed and variable string length coding.
Based on some descriptors considered in the study, the fixed string length coding produced better results compared to the variable length coding. The GA proposed by [17] optimized the location of bus route and its corresponding headway. The proposed GA is found to converge efficientlyto optimum as confirmed by the solution from exhaustive search algorithm. A new approach to evaluate the fitness function values in GA for optimization of bus network is given in [18] . The aim is to develop a heuristic that determines the best bus route network of which both demand and transport offer are satisfied. An experiment is conducted and the model is tested on a realistic network.
The GA developed by [19] tackled the bi-objective UTRP in optimizing the user and operator costs. The proposed GA introduces an adding-node mechanism to correct an infeasible solution. The genetic operators include effective route crossover and identicalpoint mutation. The computational results of the proposed GA tested on benchmark Mandl's Swiss network outperformed the previous best pulished results in most cases.
Reference [20] proposed a SA to solve the UTRP by considering the level of distribution node. The methodology comprised of initialization, transit trips assignment, and a SA algorithm that selects the optimum solution. To evaluate the quality of the solution obtained by the proposed SA, a GA solution is utilized as the benchmark. A tabu search (TS) is developed in [21] to optimize the problem. The methodology consists of three major components: initialization, demand assignment, and TS algorithm that determine the optimum. Computational results obtained outperform the GA which is used as the benchmark as in [20] . The TS employed in [22] analyzed an urban transportation problem in northern Spain. The aim is to optimize the level of service. The methodology consists of line design and assignment of buses such that a local search and TS strategies are modified alternatively at the two decision levels. The result obtained is far better than the existing tools used by transport authorities.
Mathematical Formulation
In this study, the UTRP is solved from the passengers' point of view. Generally, passengers would prefer to travel to their destination within the shortest journey time possible, but avoiding the discomfort associated with too many transfers. The passengers' cost for a route set, R is defined as the average journey time over all passengers. It is a difficult task to optimize the transit network where the journey time includes ve-hicle travel time, waiting time, transfer time, and transfer penalties. Based on the studies by [3] and [19] , minimizing the passengers' cost is often considered as the most significant objective in bus network design with inelastic demand.
In this study, the UTRP is defined as follows: given a road network represented by the graph, G = (N, A), where N is the set of nodes representing the demand points (bus stops) and A is the set of edges (links) representing the street segments. Let λ ij denote the shortest journey time of any pair of nodes (i, j) of route set R, calculated based on the Dijkstra's algorithm [24] , n is the number of nodes of the route set R, d ij represents the travel demand between nodes i and j. The proxy for passenger cost for a route set R is the mean journey time over all passengers [3] . The objective of the UTRP is to find a set of route network that achieves the minimum cost Equation (1) while meeting all the requirements and constraints of (1)- (8):
subject to the following constraints:
1) Each route should have a minimum and a maximum length (a minimum length to ensure connectivity of the route network while a maximum length to aid bus schedule adherence).
2) There must be exactly number of routes in a route set R predefined by the transit operator due to resource limitation.
3) The transit graph must be connected, so that there should be a path connecting any two nodes where any passenger using the route network can travel between any two nodes.
4) Each route in the route set is free from repeated nodes. Hence, no cycles or backtracks should be allowed in the individual routes.
5) All nodes must be included in the route set to form a complete route set.
6) The demand, travel time, and distance matrices are symmetrical along the same route.
7) The demand level is inelastic throughout the period of the study and passenger choice of routes is based on the shortest travel time.
8) The policy headway is not considered, it is assumed there are adequate vehicles and capacity.
Sub-Route Reversal Repair Mechanism
Based on the literature, heuristics and shortest path algorithms have been commonly utilized to generate the candidate route sets during the initialization procedure. According to [4] , it has not been justified which of the two approaches will yield the best initial solution. The quality of the initial solution is assessed in terms of coverage, connectivity, and diversity of the candidate route sets. The use of heuristics and shortest path algorithms often resulted in many initial candidate route sets being rejected due to infeasibility. A feasible candidate route set is characterized by connected route sets and every node presents in the original transit network is included. In most cases, a repair mechanism is employed to reduce the infeasibility of the candidate route sets. The repair mechanisms currently available in the literature are the terminal repair [3] and make-small-change [4] . However, there are still far from being efficient. With the aim to improve the quality of the initial candidate route sets in terms of the feasibility, a new repair mechanism, called sub-route reversal repair mechanism is proposed to complement the existing repair mechanisms mentioned above. The steps of the proposed repair mechanism in dealing with an infeasible route set are as follows:
Compile a list of the missing nodes, Ň = {ň 1 , ň 2 , ..., ň m } from the constructed infeasible route set, Ř = {ř 1 , ř 2 , ..., ř s }.
STEP 2: The first route from Ř is selected as the current route, ř i (i = 1).
STEP 3: The first node from Ň is selected as the current missing node, ň j (j = 1).
STEP 4:
IF, ř i contains a neighbor (i.e. two nodes are directly connected) of ň j , go to STEP 5, ELSE, go to STEP 6. IF, the current route, ř i is not the last route of Ř, set i = i + 1, go to STEP 4. ELSE, go to STEP 7.
STEP 7: The missing node, ň j could not be inserted in Ř. Hence, the Ř is infeasible. STOP.
The steps are repeated until all missing nodes are inserted into the route set (i.e. the infeasibility is repaired), or when the STEP 7 is invoked (i.e. infeasible).
To further enhance the efficiency in dealing with the infeasibility of the route sets, a combined repair mechanism is used. The combined repair mechanism work in such a way that the three repair mechanisms, terminal repair, make-small-change and subroute reversal are performed in a sequential order. The terminal repair will be applied first to repair the infeasibility. If the operator failed to repair the infeasible route set, the make-small-change will be applied next, follow by the sub-route reversal operator. The efficiency of the proposed repair mechanism is investigated in Section 6.2.
Differential Evolution
In this section, the classic DE and the proposed DE framework for solving the UTRP are discussed. The DE is a variant of GA that is originally introduced by [25] for global optimization problems over continuous space. The DE algorithm utilizes three major operators similar to GAs including the mutation, crossover and selection operators.
However, DE depends heavily on mutation as a primary search mechanism to distinguish it from the GA. The mutation operator of DE involves the computation of weighted differences of randomly sampled pairs of solutions in the population such that the exploration of the search space is favored at the initial stage of the evolution process.
Subsequently, exploitation of the search space is favored as evolution advances as a result of mutation operator. Therefore, during the implementation, the DE adapts the search step automatically through the mutation to achieve the best value. The DE algorithm utilizes a uniform crossover that can select child vector from one parent more often than the other to construct trial vectors. The crossover operator efficiently exchanges information between successful combinations, whereby the most promising area of the search space is located for an optimum.
In the DE algorithm, a mutant vector is created for each target vector in the popu- 
Proposed Differential Evolution Algorithm Framework
While employing the DE algorithm framework, it is likely that infeasible vectors will be generated due to the evolutionary operators (mutation and crossover). Some studies in the literature considered such vectors to be rejected and the whole initialization procedure together with feasibility checks is repeated to construct a feasible solution to replace it ([3] [19] and [26] ). In this paper, we employed the combined repair mechanisms as described in Section 4 to deal with the infeasibility. The steps of the proposed DE framework for solving the UTRP are structured as follows:
The DE algorithm starts with a population of N p solution vectors initially generated based on the construction algorithm [3] by incorporating the combined repair mechanisms to increase the number of feasible vectors.
STEP 2:
During the generation G, for a Target vector X i, G = (x 1, i, G , x 2, i, G , …, x d, i, G ), where i = 1, d represents d-components in the d-dimensional space; a random vector is selected from the population (except the selected Target vector) and an identical point mutation proposed in [19] is applied on the random vector to generate a Noisy Random vector, V i, G . In the case where the resulted Noisy Random vector, V i, G is infeasible, the combined repair mechanism is introduced to correct the infeasibility.
Continued STEP 3:
To increase the diversity of the Target and Noisy Random vectors, the uniform route crossover [27] is introduced. In this work, a pair of Trial vectors, U i, G is generated through selecting the vector component values either from the Target vector, X i, G or the Noisy Random vector, V i, G using a 0/1 crossover mask where each sub-route in the Trial vector is constructed by copying the corresponding sub-route either from the Target or the Noisy Random vector. In the case where the resulted Trial vector(s), U i, G is/are infeasible, the combined repair mechanism is introduced.
STEP 4:
After the crossover, the objective function values corresponding to the Trial vectors, U i, G are evaluated and compared with that of the Target vector, X i, G .
STEP 5:
An elitism selection strategy is employed, where the best vector with the lowest fitness value between the Target vector, X i, G and the Trial vectors, U i, G will be selected for the next generation. Repeat STEP 2 -STEP 4 for i = 2, …N p to complete one generation.
STEP 2 -STEP 5 are repeated until the termination criterion (e.g., maximum generation, execution time, etc.) is met. The framework of the proposed DE for solving the UTRP is shown in Algorithm 1.
Computational Experiments and Discussion

Benchmark Data and Experimental Design
The proposed DE algorithm is utilized to design the best transit route network of Mandl's Swiss network [7] (see Figure 1 ) which is the benchmark network for demon- 
Computational Experiments of Repair Mechanisms
To investigate the efficiency of the proposed sub-route reversal repair mechanism in dealing with the infeasible candidate route set, we compared it with the terminal repair [3] , make-small-change [4] , and the combined repair mechanism. We performed the experiments on benchmark Mandl's Swiss network by generating a population of 500 infeasible candidate route sets using the heuristic proposed in [3] in all four cases with route set sizes of 4, 6, 7, and 8 routes respectively. For each case, 10 runs are recorded to obtain the descriptors for each repair mechanism as shown in Table 1 sets that were repaired by the corresponding repair mechanism. It can be seen in Table   1 that the results from the proposed sub-route reversal repair mechanism is performed better than the terminal repair in all cases but only slightly better than the make-smallchange in one of the cases. Although the make-small-change repaired more infeasible route sets than the proposed repair mechanism, but its average CPU time is the highest in all cases.
The results obtained through the combined repair mechanism for all cases are very promising. The mechanism significantly outperformed all other repair mechanisms in terms of the number of infeasible route sets repaired and with the fastest CPU time.
Therefore, it is only logical to implement the combined repair mechanism in both the heuristic [3] and the proposed DE algorithm when dealing with the infeasible route sets.
Comparative Results of Differential Evolution
In this section, the UTRP is solved by the proposed DE algorithm from the viewpoint of the passengers' cost. We conducted the computational experiments for each of the four cases to obtain the best route set, evaluated based on the performance parameters explained in Section 6.1. A population of 20 vectors and 200 generations is used for the computational experiments based on the initial experiments conducted during the development of the proposed algorithm. For each case, the proposed DE algorithm is performed for 10 runs and the best result is reported in Table 2 , column 12. The previous best solutions found in the literature are reported in column 3 to column 11. The best route sets for all cases found by the proposed DE algorithm are also presented in Table 3 .
It is important to note that, some of the approaches in the literature utilize the same formulation for the modeling of the UTRP and attempt to optimize the equivalent objective function. For instance, [10] proposed two algorithms (GAWE and GAWIP) to handle the UTRP in a similar manner as in [13] but by relaxing the constraint on route length (max. 8 nodes) in their approach to achieve the best results so far (see Table 2 , column 10 and 11). However, [14] confirmed computationally that if the number of nodes per route is set to a value greater than 8, the percentage transfer demands satisfied directly (do) is increased. On the other hand, as the number of nodes per route is increased, the number of transfer demands satisfied with one transfer or with two transfers is decreased. However, in practice, increasing the length of route alone is not enough to improve the quality of transport services. 
Conclusion
In this paper, a sub-route repair mechanism that complements the terminal repair and make-small-change repair mechanisms in dealing with the infeasible route sets is proposed. To further enhance the efficiency, a combined repair mechanism is developed where all three repair mechanisms: terminal repair, make-small-change and sub-route reversal, are implemented in a sequential order. The combined repair mechanism significantly outperformed all other repair mechanisms with the fastest CPU time. In addition, a new DE algorithm that constructs efficient route networks for UTRP has been developed. Computational experiments performed on the benchmark Mandl's Swiss network show that the proposed DE algorithm is competitive to the other approaches published in the literature. In real sense, the efficiency of the urban transport system depends not solely on the topology of the transit route network, but also on the operating frequency of the routes. Consequently, the application of the proposed model to handle the UTRP and the operating frequency simultaneously, as well as improving the effectiveness of the sub-route reversal repair mechanism will be the focus of the future work.
